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Cassandra Pybus adds greatly to the work of [previous] scholars by insisting that slaves
stand at the center of their own history . . . Her 'biographies' of flight expose the
dangers that escape entailed and the courage it took to risk all for freedom. Only by
measuring those dangers can the exhilaration of success be comprehended and the
unspeakable misery of failure be appreciated.--Ira Berlin, from the Foreword During the
American Revolution, thousands of slaves fled their masters to find freedom with the
British. Epic Journeys of Freedom is the astounding story of these runaways and the
lives they made on four continents. Having emancipated themselves, with the rhetoric
about the inalienable rights of free men ringing in their ears, these men and women
struggled tenaciously to make liberty a reality in their own lives. This alternative
narrative of freedom fought for and won is uniquely compelling; historian Cassandra
Pybus's groundbreaking research has uncovered individual stories of runaways who left
America to forge difficult new lives in far-flung corners of the British Empire. Harry, for
example, one of George Washington's slaves, escaped from Mount Vernon in 1776,
was evacuated to Nova Scotia in 1783, and eventually relocated to Sierra Leone in
West Africa with his wife and three children. Ralph Henry, who ran away from the
Virginia firebrand Patrick Henry in 1776, took a similar path to precarious freedom in
Sierra Leone, while others, such as John Moseley and John Randall, were evacuated
with the British forces to England. Stranded in England without skills or patronage
during a period of high unemployment, they were among thousands of newly freed poor
blacks who struggled just to survive. While some were relocated to Sierra Leone,
others, like Moseley and Randall, found themselves transported to the distant penal
colony of Botany Bay, in Australia. Epic Journeys of Freedom, written in the best
tradition of history from the bottom up, is a fascinating insight into the meaning of
liberty; it will change forever the way we think about the American Revolution. From the
Hardcover edition.
Provides a comprehensive review of key test topics, test-taking strategies, and two fulllength practice tests with detailed answers explanations.
Adapted from the critically acclaimed chronicle of U.S. history, a study of American
expansionism around the world is told from a grassroots perspective and provides an
analysis of important events from Wounded Knee to Iraq, in a volume created in the
format of a graphic novel. Simultaneous. 100,000 first printing.
USAs historie indtil 1996
"I too am not a bit tamed—I too am untranslatable / I sound my barbaric yawp over the
roofs of the world."—Walt Whitman, "Song of Myself," Leaves of Grass The American
Yawp is a free, online, collaboratively built American history textbook. Over 300
historians joined together to create the book they wanted for their own students—an
accessible, synthetic narrative that reflects the best of recent historical scholarship and
provides a jumping-off point for discussions in the U.S. history classroom and beyond.
Long before Whitman and long after, Americans have sung something collectively amid
the deafening roar of their many individual voices. The Yawp highlights the dynamism
and conflict inherent in the history of the United States, while also looking for the
common threads that help us make sense of the past. Without losing sight of politics
and power, The American Yawp incorporates transnational perspectives, integrates
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diverse voices, recovers narratives of resistance, and explores the complex process of
cultural creation. It looks for America in crowded slave cabins, bustling markets,
congested tenements, and marbled halls. It navigates between maternity wards,
prisons, streets, bars, and boardrooms. The fully peer-reviewed edition of The
American Yawp will be available in two print volumes designed for the U.S. history
survey. Volume I begins with the indigenous people who called the Americas home
before chronicling the collision of Native Americans, Europeans, and Africans.The
American Yawp traces the development of colonial society in the context of the larger
Atlantic World and investigates the origins and ruptures of slavery, the American
Revolution, and the new nation's development and rebirth through the Civil War and
Reconstruction. Rather than asserting a fixed narrative of American progress, The
American Yawp gives students a starting point for asking their own questions about
how the past informs the problems and opportunities that we confront today.
Includes the "AP Advantage 3-Step Solution, 1 Platform" formula for learning.
REA's Crash Course for the AP® U.S. History Exam - Gets You a Higher Advanced
Placement® Score in Less Time Completely Revised for the 2015 Exam! Crash Course
is perfect for the time-crunched student, the last-minute studier, or anyone who wants a
refresher on the subject. Are you crunched for time? Have you started studying for your
Advanced Placement® U.S. History exam yet? How will you memorize everything you
need to know before the test? Do you wish there was a fast and easy way to study for
the exam AND boost your score? If this sounds like you, don't panic. REA's Crash
Course for AP® U.S. History is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives you:
Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You Need to Know Fully revised for the
2015 AP® U.S. History exam, this Crash Course is based on an in-depth analysis of the
revised AP® U.S. History course description outline and sample AP® test questions. It
covers only the information tested on the new exam, so you can make the most of your
valuable study time. Expert Test-taking Strategies Crash Course presents detailed,
question-level strategies for answering both the multiple-choice and essay questions.
By following this advice, you can boost your score in every section of the test. Take
REA's Online Practice Exam After studying the material in the Crash Course, go to the
online REA Study Center and test what you've learned. Our practice exam features
timed testing, detailed explanations of answers, and automatic scoring analysis. The
exam is balanced to include every topic and type of question found on the actual AP®
exam, so you know you're studying the smart way. Whether you're cramming for the
test at the last minute, looking for extra review, or want to study on your own in
preparation for the exams - this is the study guide every AP® U.S. History student must
have. When it's crucial crunch time and your Advanced Placement® exam is just
around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for AP® U.S. History!
In this provocative reinterpretation of one of the best-known events in American history, Woody
Holton shows that when Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and other elite Virginians
joined their peers from other colonies in declaring independence from Britain, they acted partly
in response to grassroots rebellions against their own rule. The Virginia gentry's efforts to
shape London's imperial policy were thwarted by British merchants and by a coalition of Indian
nations. In 1774, elite Virginians suspended trade with Britain in order to pressure Parliament
and, at the same time, to save restive Virginia debtors from a terrible recession. The boycott
and the growing imperial conflict led to rebellions by enslaved Virginians, Indians, and tobacco
farmers. By the spring of 1776 the gentry believed the only way to regain control of the
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common people was to take Virginia out of the British Empire. Forced Founders uses the new
social history to shed light on a classic political question: why did the owners of vast
plantations, viewed by many of their contemporaries as aristocrats, start a revolution? As
Holton's fast-paced narrative unfolds, the old story of patriot versus loyalist becomes decidedly
more complex.
From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of William Cooper's Town comes a dramatic and
illuminating portrait of white and Native American relations in the aftermath of the American
Revolution. The Divided Ground tells the story of two friends, a Mohawk Indian and the son of
a colonial clergyman, whose relationship helped redefine North America. As one served
American expansion by promoting Indian dispossession and religious conversion, and the
other struggled to defend and strengthen Indian territories, the two friends became bitter
enemies. Their battle over control of the Indian borderland, that divided ground between the
British Empire and the nascent United States, would come to define nationhood in North
America. Taylor tells a fascinating story of the far-reaching effects of the American Revolution
and the struggle of American Indians to preserve a land of their own.
AP U.S. History Crash Course Achieve a Higher AP Score in Less Time REA’s Crash Course
is perfect for the time-crunched student, last-minute studier, or anyone who wants a refresher
on the subject! Are you crunched for time? Have you started studying for your AP U.S. History
exam yet? How will you memorize all that history before the test? Do you wish there was a fast
and easy way to study for the exam AND boost your score? If this sounds like you, don’t
panic. REA’s AP U.S. History Crash Course is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives
you: Targeted, Focused Review – Study Only What You Need to Know The Crash Course is
based on an in-depth analysis of the AP U.S. History course description outline and actual AP
test questions. It covers only the information tested on the exam, so you can make the most of
your valuable study time. Broken down into major topics and themes, REA gives you two ways
to study the material — chronologically or thematically. Expert Test-taking Strategies Written by
an AP teacher who has studied the AP U.S. History Exam for 20 years, the author shares his
detailed, question-level strategies and explains the best way to answer the multiple-choice and
essay questions. By following his expert advice, you can boost your overall point score! Key
Terms You Must Know Mastering AP vocabulary terms is an easy way to boost your score.
Our AP expert gives you the key terms all AP U.S. History students must know before test day.
Take REA’s FREE Practice Exam After studying the material in the Crash Course, go online
and test what you’ve learned. Our full-length practice exam features timed testing, detailed
explanations of answers, and automatic scoring. The exam is balanced to include every topic
and type of question found on the actual AP exam, so you know you’re studying the smart
way! When it’s crucial crunch time and your AP U.S. History exam is just around the corner,
you need REA’s AP U.S. History Crash Course!
In 2014, College Board rolled out a new AP® U.S. History course, which centered less on
memorizing content and more on developing skills. Since then, the course has been modified
here and there, but very little has changed in AP® textbooks--content is still king. Until now.
Fabric of a Nation is the first book to truly embrace this dramatic shift in the AP® course and in
how history is taught. Built from the ground up by long-time AP® leaders Jason Stacy and
Matthew Ellington, this book offers a new approach to AP® US History by seamlessly
integrating: A brief historical narrative AP® skills practice Primary source documents Exact
alignment to the AP® course Now, that's revolutionary!
Brinkley’s American History, a comprehensive U.S. History program, transforms the learning
experience through proven, adaptive technology helping students better grasp the issues of
the past while providing instructors greater insight on student performance. Known for its clear,
single voice and balanced scholarship, Brinkley asks students to think historically about the
many forces shaping and re-shaping our dynamic history. Connect is the only integrated
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learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what
they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging
and effective.
Six months after the Declaration of Independence, the American Revolution was all but lost. A
powerful British force had routed the Americans at New York, occupied three colonies, and
advanced within sight of Philadelphia. Yet, as David Hackett Fischer recounts in this riveting
history, George Washington--and many other Americans--refused to let the Revolution die. On
Christmas night, as a howling nor'easter struck the Delaware Valley, he led his men across the
river and attacked the exhausted Hessian garrison at Trenton, killing or capturing nearly a
thousand men. A second battle of Trenton followed within days. The Americans held off a
counterattack by Lord Cornwallis's best troops, then were almost trapped by the British force.
Under cover of night, Washington's men stole behind the enemy and struck them again,
defeating a brigade at Princeton. The British were badly shaken. In twelve weeks of winter
fighting, their army suffered severe damage, their hold on New Jersey was broken, and their
strategy was ruined. Fischer's richly textured narrative reveals the crucial role of contingency in
these events. We see how the campaign unfolded in a sequence of difficult choices by many
actors, from generals to civilians, on both sides. While British and German forces remained
rigid and hierarchical, Americans evolved an open and flexible system that was fundamental to
their success. The startling success of Washington and his compatriots not only saved the
faltering American Revolution, but helped to give it new meaning.
The #1 New York Times bestselling, "must-read" (San Francisco Chronicle), "amazingly timely
and stunningly accessible" (Jacqueline Woodson) exploration of race and racism from awardwinning, beloved authors Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi, now in paperback. This is NOT
a history book. This is a book about the here and now. A book to help us better understand
why we are where we are. A book about race. The construct of race has always been used to
gain and keep power, to create dynamics that separate and silence. This remarkable
reimagining of Dr. Ibram X. Kendi's National Book Award-winning Stamped from the Beginning
reveals the history of racist ideas in America, and inspires hope for an antiracist future. It takes
you on a race journey from then to now, shows you why we feel how we feel, and why the
poison of racism lingers. It also proves that while racist ideas have always been easy to
fabricate and distribute, they can also be discredited. Through a gripping, fast-paced, and
energizing narrative written by beloved award-winner Jason Reynolds, this book shines a light
on the many insidious forms of racist ideas--and on ways readers can identify and stamp out
racist thoughts in their daily lives. Download the free educator guide here: https://www.hachett
ebookgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Stamped-Educator-Guide.pdf

Equip your students to excel on the AP® United States History Exam, as updated
for 2016 Features "flexibility designed to use in a one-semester or one-year
course "divided into nine chronological periods mirroring the structure of the new
AP® U.S. College Board Curriculum Framework, the text reflects the Board's
effort to focus on trends rather than isolated facts "each period features a onepage overview summarizing the major developments of the period and lists the
three featured Key Concepts from the College Board Curriculum Framework
"each Think As a Historian feature focuses on one of the nine historical thinking
skills that the AP® exam will test "each chapter narrative concludes with
Historical Perspectives, a feature that addresses the College Board emphasis on
how historians have interpreted the events of the chapter in various ways "the
chapter conclusion features a list of key terms, people, and events organized by
theme, reflecting the College Board's focus on asking students to identify
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themes, not just events "chapter assessments include eight multiple-choice
items, each tied to a source as on the new AP® exam, as well as four shortanswer questions "period reviews include both long-essay questions and
Document-Based Questions in the format of those on the AP® exam, as updated
for 2016
In A Short History of the United States, National Book Award winner Robert V.
Remini offers a much-needed, concise history of our country. This accessible and
lively volume contains the essential facts about the discovery, settlement, growth,
and development of the American nation and its institutions, including the arrival
and migration of Native Americans, the founding of a republic under the
Constitution, the emergence of the United States as a world power, the outbreak
of terrorism here and abroad, the Obama presidency, and everything in between.
THE AMERICAN PAGEANT enjoys a reputation as one of the most popular,
effective, and entertaining texts in American history. The colorful anecdotes, firstperson quotations, and trademark wit bring American history to life. The 14th
edition places an even greater emphasis on the global context of American
history through a new feature, Thinking Globally. Revised primary source
features excite student interest and help them learn to examine documents the
way historians do. Additional pedagogical features make THE AMERICAN
PAGEANT accessible to students: part openers and chapter-ending chronologies
provide a context for the major periods in American history, while other features
present primary sources, scholarly debates, and key historical figures for
analysis. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For the past three decades, many history professors have allowed their biases to
distort the way America’s past is taught. These intellectuals have searched for
instances of racism, sexism, and bigotry in our history while downplaying the
greatness of America’s patriots and the achievements of “dead white men.” As
a result, more emphasis is placed on Harriet Tubman than on George
Washington; more about the internment of Japanese Americans during World
War II than about D-Day or Iwo Jima; more on the dangers we faced from Joseph
McCarthy than those we faced from Josef Stalin. A Patriot’s History of the United
States corrects those doctrinaire biases. In this groundbreaking book, America’s
discovery, founding, and development are reexamined with an appreciation for
the elements of public virtue, personal liberty, and private property that make this
nation uniquely successful. This book offers a long-overdue acknowledgment of
America’s true and proud history.
Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects,
viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of Government in General, with Concise
Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary
Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs. IV. Of the
Present Ability of America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections
It was a contest of titans: John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, two heroes of the
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Revolutionary era, once intimate friends, now icy antagonists locked in a fierce
battle for the future of the United States. The election of 1800 was a thunderous
clash of a campaign that climaxed in a deadlock in the Electoral College and led
to a crisis in which the young republic teetered on the edge of collapse. Adams
vs. Jefferson is the gripping account of a turning point in American history, a
dramatic struggle between two parties with profoundly different visions of how the
nation should be governed. The Federalists, led by Adams, were conservatives
who favored a strong central government. The Republicans, led by Jefferson,
were more egalitarian and believed that the Federalists had betrayed the
Revolution of 1776 and were backsliding toward monarchy. The campaign itself
was a barroom brawl every bit as ruthless as any modern contest, with mudslinging, scare tactics, and backstabbing. The low point came when Alexander
Hamilton printed a devastating attack on Adams, the head of his own party, in
"fifty-four pages of unremitting vilification." The stalemate in the Electoral College
dragged on through dozens of ballots. Tensions ran so high that the Republicans
threatened civil war if the Federalists denied Jefferson the presidency. Finally a
secret deal that changed a single vote gave Jefferson the White House. A
devastated Adams left Washington before dawn on Inauguration Day, too
embittered even to shake his rival's hand. With magisterial command, Ferling
brings to life both the outsize personalities and the hotly contested political
questions at stake. He shows not just why this moment was a milestone in U.S.
history, but how strongly the issues--and the passions--of 1800 resonate with our
own time.
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth
to ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S.
History is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most
courses. The authors introduce key forces and major developments that together
form the American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues
of race, class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States
from both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up
(eyewitness accounts, lived experience).
Give Me Liberty! is the #1 book in the U.S. history survey course because it
works in the classroom. A single-author text by a leader in the field, Give Me
Liberty! delivers an authoritative, accessible, concise, and integrated American
history. Updated with powerful new scholarship on borderlands and the West, the
Fifth Edition brings new interactive History Skills Tutorials and Norton InQuizitive
for History, the award-winning adaptive quizzing tool. The best-selling Seagull
Edition is also available in full color for the first time.
Biographical notices of Loyalists, men in America who separate themselves from
their friends and kindred, who are driven from their homes, who surrender the
hopes and expectations of life, and who become outlaws, wanderers, and exiles.
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Barron’s AP United States History Premium is aligned with the current exam and
includes comprehensive subject review plus five realistic practice tests. This
edition includes: Two full-length practice tests in the book with all questions
answered and explained Three full-length online practice tests with all questions
answers and explained Test-taking strategies for answering multiple choice, short
answer, long essay, and document-based questions Comprehensive review of all
topics on the AP U.S. History curriculum, including pre-contact American Indian
societies and the evolution of Colonial society; the American Revolution; the Civil
War and Reconstruction; the growth of industrial America; World War I; the Great
Depression; World War II; the Cold War; America in the age of Clinton, Bush, and
Obama; and much more
President Franklin Roosevelt told Americans in a 1936 fireside chat, “I do not
look upon these United States as a finished product. We are still in the making.”
These United States builds on this foundation to present a readable, accessible
history of the United States throughout the twentieth century—an ongoing and
inspiring story of great leaders and everyday citizens marching, fighting, voting,
and legislating to make the nation’s promise of democracy a reality for all
Americans. In the college edition of These United States, Gilmore and Sugrue
seamlessly weave insightful analysis with all of the support tools needed by
students and instructors alike, including paired primary source documents, review
questions, key terms, maps, and figures in a dynamic four-color design.
Women of the Republic views the American Revolution through women's eyes.
Previous histories have rarely recognized that the battle for independence was
also a woman's war. The "women of the army" toiled in army hospitals, kitchens,
and laundries. Civilian women were spies, fund raisers, innkeepers, suppliers of
food and clothing. Recruiters, whether patriot or tory, found men more willing to
join the army when their wives and daughters could be counted on to keep the
farms in operation and to resist enchroachment from squatters. "I have Don as
much to Carrey on the warr as maney that Sett Now at the healm of
government," wrote one impoverished woman, and she was right. Women of the
Republic is the result of a seven-year search for women's diaries, letters, and
legal records. Achieving a remarkable comprehensiveness, it describes women's
participation in the war, evaluates changes in their education in the late
eighteenth century, describes the novels and histories women read and wrote,
and analyzes their status in law and society. The rhetoric of the Revolution, full of
insistence on rights and freedom in opposition to dictatorial masters, posed
questions about the position of women in marriage as well as in the polity, but
few of the implications of this rhetoric were recognized. How much liberty and
equality for women? How much pursuit of happiness? How much justice? When
American political theory failed to define a program for the participation of women
in the public arena, women themselves had to develop an ideology of female
patriotism. They promoted the notion that women could guarantee the continuing
health of the republic by nurturing public-spirited sons and husbands. This limited
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ideology of "Republican Motherhood" is a measure of the political and social
conservatism of the Revolution. The subsequent history of women in America is
the story of women's efforts to accomplish for themselves what the Revolution did
not.
Twenty-five-year-old Alexis de Tocqueville's account of America's social and
political characteristics, which he observed in the early 1830s while visiting from
France; contains the complete two volumes based on the second revised and
corrected text of the 1961 French edition.
All the tools students need to understand American politics—with 9 chapters on
Texas government and politics.
THE CLASSIC NATIONAL BESTSELLER "A wonderful, splendid book—a book
that should be read by every American, student or otherwise, who wants to
understand his country, its true history, and its hope for the future." –Howard Fast
Historian Howard Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States chronicles
American history from the bottom up, throwing out the official narrative taught in
schools—with its emphasis on great men in high places—to focus on the street, the
home, and the workplace. Known for its lively, clear prose as well as its scholarly
research, it is the only volume to tell America's story from the point of view
of—and in the words of—America's women, factory workers, African-Americans,
Native Americans, the working poor, and immigrant laborers. As Zinn shows,
many of our country's greatest battles—the fights for a fair wage, an eight-hour
workday, child-labor laws, health and safety standards, universal suffrage,
women's rights, racial equality—were carried out at the grassroots level, against
bloody resistance. Covering Christopher Columbus's arrival through President
Clinton's first term, A People's History of the United States features insightful
analysis of the most important events in our history. This edition also includes an
introduction by Anthony Arnove, who wrote, directed, and produced The People
Speak with Zinn and who coauthored, with Zinn, Voices of a People’s History of
the United States.
The American PageantHoughton Mifflin College Division
Students preparing for the Advanced Placement U.S. History exam will welcome
this revised and updated set of flash cards. The cards encompass the entire AP
course and offer students the flexibility to study American history in ways not
available with textbooks and study guides. The 500 cards run chronologically
from the Colonial era of the early 1600s to the present day, and are divided into
seven general categories: Arts and Sciences, Domestic Policies, Presidential
Matters, Wars and Foreign Relations, Economy and Business, Legal Issues, and
Society and Culture. They are numbered and labeled so that students can
arrange them within a chronological time frame or according to any of the abovenoted categories. Students can use the enclosed metal ring to rearrange the
cards in any order that fits their study needs. Each card has a small corner punch
hole to accommodate the ring.
Covers the history to 1647.
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Before there could be a revolution, there was a rebellion; before patriots, there
were insurgents. Challenging and displacing decades of received wisdom, T. H.
Breen's strikingly original book explains how ordinary Americans—most of them
members of farm families living in small communities—were drawn into a
successful insurgency against imperial authority. This is the compelling story of
our national political origins that most Americans do not know. It is a story of
rumor, charity, vengeance, and restraint. American Insurgents, American Patriots
reminds us that revolutions are violent events. They provoke passion and rage, a
willingness to use violence to achieve political ends, a deep sense of betrayal,
and a strong religious conviction that God expects an oppressed people to
defend their rights. The American Revolution was no exception. A few celebrated
figures in the Continental Congress do not make for a revolution. It requires tens
of thousands of ordinary men and women willing to sacrifice, kill, and be killed.
Breen not only gives the history of these ordinary Americans but, drawing upon a
wealth of rarely seen documents, restores their primacy to American
independence. Mobilizing two years before the Declaration of Independence,
American insurgents in all thirteen colonies concluded that resistance to British
oppression required organized violence against the state. They channeled
popular rage through elected committees of safety and observation, which before
1776 were the heart of American resistance. American Insurgents, American
Patriots is the stunning account of their insurgency, without which there would
have been no independent republic as we know it.
A Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Book of Spring 2021 From a Pulitzer
Prize–winning historian, the powerful story of a fragile nation as it expands across
a contested continent. In this beautifully written history of America’s formative
period, a preeminent historian upends the traditional story of a young nation
confidently marching to its continent-spanning destiny. The newly constituted
United States actually emerged as a fragile, internally divided union of states
contending still with European empires and other independent republics on the
North American continent. Native peoples sought to defend their homelands from
the flood of American settlers through strategic alliances with the other
continental powers. The system of American slavery grew increasingly powerful
and expansive, its vigorous internal trade in Black Americans separating parents
and children, husbands and wives. Bitter party divisions pitted elites favoring
strong government against those, like Andrew Jackson, espousing a democratic
populism for white men. Violence was both routine and organized: the United
States invaded Canada, Florida, Texas, and much of Mexico, and forcibly
removed most of the Native peoples living east of the Mississippi. At the end of
the period the United States, its conquered territory reaching the Pacific,
remained internally divided, with sectional animosities over slavery growing more
intense. Taylor’s elegant history of this tumultuous period offers indelible
miniatures of key characters from Frederick Douglass and Sojourner Truth to
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Margaret Fuller. It captures the high-stakes political
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drama as Jackson and Adams, Clay, Calhoun, and Webster contend over
slavery, the economy, Indian removal, and national expansion. A ground-level
account of American industrialization conveys the everyday lives of factory
workers and immigrant families. And the immersive narrative puts us on the
streets of Port-au-Prince, Mexico City, Quebec, and the Cherokee capital, New
Echota. Absorbing and chilling, American Republics illuminates the continuities
between our own social and political divisions and the events of this formative
period.
In this Very Short Introduction, Alan Taylor presents the current scholarly
understanding of colonial America to a broader audience. He focuses on the
transatlantic and a transcontinental perspective, examining the interplay of
Europe, Africa, and the Americas through the flows of goods, people, plants,
animals, capital, and ideas.
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